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 NEWS RELEASE: December 28, 2010

New landslide maps of 
Portland Quadrangle released

New landslide maps identify 257 existing slides in the 48 square miles 
covered in the maps, with the largest slide being 8 million square feet - 
roughly the size of 90 football fields.

Portland, Oregon: The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DO-
GAMI) has released five maps in one publication showing historic and pre-historic 
landslides in the Portland Quadrangle, which includes portions of Multnomah and 
Washington Counties: 

Interpretive Map 33 (IMS-33), Landslide Inventory Maps of the 
Portland Quadrangle, Multnomah and Washington Counties, 
Oregon, by William J. Burns and Serin Duplantis, Oregon De-
partment of Geology and Mineral Industries.

The area covered by the new maps was severely impacted by land-
slides in 1996 and 1997, with more than 300 landslides occurring 
during that time. The area was again affected by landslides in 2007 
and 2009.

The Landslide Inventory Maps of the Portland Quadrangle, 
produced by DOGAMI using a laser based terrain mapping sys-
tem called lidar (light detection and ranging), were created with 
input and review from ODOT, Washington County and the City 
of Portland. 

Landslide Inventory Maps of the Lake Oswego Quadrangle (IMS-32) were released 
earlier this month.

See previews of the new landslide maps here:
www.oregongeology.com/pubs/ims/p-ims-033.htm

““We are very excited about the collaborative process that has developed while creating 
this new generation of landslide maps, and we can see the very real potential for reduc-
ing the risk from landslide hazards,” said Bill Burns, geologist with DOGAMI and lead 
author of the new maps. “We’re hoping these partnerships will help us finish mapping 
the entire Portland metro area within the next couple of years.”

Learn more about landslide hazards in Oregon at:
http://www.oregongeology.com/sub/Landslide/Landslidehome.htm

The largest landslide identified in the Portland Quadrangle 
sits just north of Hwy 26 and the Vista Ridge Tunnel and is the 
equivalent in size to about 90 football fields.

Oregon Department of Geology
and Mineral Industries
Dr. Vicki S. McConnell, State Geologist

Proxy Falls in the Three Sisters Wilderness cascades over andesite 
from volcanic eruptions that occurred about 500,000 years ago.
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In 2005, DOGAMI began a collaborative landslide research program with the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey (USGS) Landslide Hazards Program to comprehensively identify and 
better understand landslides in Oregon. This new mapping program, using lidar data, 
has identified up to 200 times the number of landslides in areas where traditional map-
ping methods have been used in the past.

To learn more about seeing landslide with lidar, go online at: 
http://www.oregongeology.org/pubs/Cascadia/CascadiaFall2006.pdf

IMS-33 on CD-ROM 
In addition to the landslide inventory overview/ index map, 4 separate quarter-quad  
maps are included on the CD-ROM. Also included is GIS data, a map view of the GIS 
data, and DOGAMI Special Paper 42.

Additional data on the CD-ROM includes:
A Portland_Landslide_Inventory.gdb: geodatabase containing 1) landslide deposits, 2) 
head scarps and flanks, and 3) scarps for all four quarter quadrangles; metadata.xml 
(metadata for GIS data for all four quadrangles); and map plates in pdf format, suitable 
for high-resolution printing or for onscreen viewing.

Individual full quadrangle index maps and quarter quadrangle maps in printed 
form can be purchased separately for $25 each. See below for more information.

These maps are intended to provide users with hazard information regarding landslides 
within the mapped area. These maps contain useful information to guide site-specific 
investigations for future development, to assist in regional planning and development, 
to mitigate existing landslides and slopes, and to prepare for emergency situations, such 
as storm events and earthquakes. 

The maps are not appropriate for site-specific evaluations, however the data contained 
in the CD-ROM are valuable for regional screening for landslides and selection of ap-
propriate areas on which to focus further site-specific studies. The data are particularly 
suitable for incorporation and consideration into regional Geographic Information 
System (GIS) databases for a multitude of purposes, including city and county hillside 
development ordinances, issuance of building permit conditions, public works plan-
ning and operations, and environmental issues.

Interpretive Map 33 (IMS-33), Landslide Inventory Maps of the Portland Quad-
rangle, Multnomah and Washington Counties, Oregon, can be purchased on CD-
ROM for $15 each. Individual full quadrangle index maps (36 x 42 inches) and quarter 
quadrangle maps of IMS-33 are available as printed sheets for $25 each. Please call if 
you would like printed copies of the maps. All can be purchased from the Nature of the 
Northwest Information Center (NNW), 800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 965, Portland, 
Oregon, 97232. You may also call NNW at (971) 673-2331 or order online at http://
www.naturenw.org (except printed maps). There is a $4 shipping and handling charge 
for all mailed items. 

Included with this news release is a small copy of the Portland landslide inventory 
index map from IMS-33. You can see and download a larger version of this map by 
going to: http://www.oregongeology.org 

The mission of the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries is to pro-
vide earth science information and regulation to make Oregon safe and prosperous.
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